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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS OF TIlE ENCEPHALON.*
BY hENRY SMITEL WILLIAMS, M. D.,
Assistant Physician, moomingdale Asylum, New York.
In the previous paper, which had to do with certain of the
molar dynamical conditions of the encephalon, it was noted that
these are of especial int(r(st because of their tangibility. A
converse reasotlitig might plausibly enough deprecate any attempt
at study of the molecular l1-ocesses of encephalic tissues because
of their obscum-ity: In the age of ophthalmoscope, sphygmograph,
and microscope to admit that a subject lies without the field of all
present instruments of precision is to consign it to popular disap-
proval; atid the person who has tile temerity to discuss it may
well expect to be regarded as altogether too transcendental or
visionary for the needs of our practical civilization. Nevertheless
I wish freely to admit at the outset that tire subject involved in
the present paper offers exactly this opportunity to the shafts of
the critical scientist, and I would warn any one who uncom-
promisingly demands proof before he considers any hypothesis
that a i)et-trsal of the following pages will offdr him little satisfac-
tion beyond the opportunity that may be afforded for condemnatory
criticism. It may not be amiss, however, to in a measure disarm
such criticism by urging attention td the fact that every pro-
gressive lever of the world’s thought must find its fulcrum in
hypothesis. Theory is everywhere the precu’rsor of practice.
On the other hand, however, it must not be forgotten that any
theory which goes too far beyond the substrata of observed
phonomena is of necessity unstable and truly visionary. The
structure of knowledge, like every other edifice, must be erected
brick by brick. Every new idea is merely a theretofore unnoticed
relation between oil ideas, and so gradual is the evolution of
thought in the mind, that the widest rational previsions and correla-
tions are of necessity only slightly outside the pale of demonstra-
tion, which follows ever close in the wake of speculation. A theory
which cuts altogether ft-ce from the observed phenomena of
classified science must of necessity be inane and futile. It would
thus seem that theme is a rather narrow field of -happy means in
which tile theories that are so all essential to progress may precede;
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passing a little beyond the present possibilities of tangible
demonstration, yet falling short of shadowy transcendentalism;
allowing their promulgators, therefore, something of the freedom
of the speculative philosopher. while yet not branding him with
the opprobrium that this scientific age puts upon any one whose
thoughts carry him toward the border line of metempiricism.
But, it may rationally be inquired, what test can be applied to
any theory that shall decide whether it is scientific hypothesis or
inane speculation? The reply mnu4 he that of necessity no abso-
lutely accurate test can be applied. In a region confessedly
beyond the pale of objective demonstration a theory will appeal
to the minds of divers individuals with vat-ying degrees of seeming
rationality according to the previous bent of their respective
mentalities. What to the mind of one whose bent is toward
philosophical speculation may seem the most realistic of theories,
will to another with more accurately scientific or less widely
co-ordinating intellect appear the most visionary of chimeras.
The decisive test for the present must lie with the average of
minds; and, in the future, advances in our method of precision
will give the final test by bringing each theory within the field of
actual demonstration or refutation.
As an aid to the provisional judgment which is all that the
present can give regarding any theoi-y, it may perhaps be fairly
claimed that when one enters the fields of admittedly non-demons-
trable theory, he has adopted all the safeguards that science can
reasonably demand when he satisfies himself that his theory is not
incompatible with any known law of inductive science, and is in
harmony with the most i-ational bearings of inductive philosophy.
To leave generalization and come to speak specifically of the
theories which will be utilized in the present paper, it may be said
that they doubtless have an obverse and a convem-se side: the ultra
materialistic scientist observing the one will utterly deprecate any
attempt to go into fields so abstract and visionary; while the
metaphysical mind, seeing the other side, will equally deprecate,
as little less than sacriligious, any attempt to introduce what to
him seems a gross materialism into a field of such fascinating
subtleties. As well hope to mix mercury -and water as to bring
minds of such fundamental difference as these to harmonious view
of any subject. But whether between their view or with one or
the other of them shall rest the opinion of the reader, is a matter
the decision of which mu4 be left to each individual. To the
writer it seems that theories of molecular dynamics of the enceph.
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alon, whether proven true or false in the long run, should be
welcomed because of the tangible hold upon psychological pro.
cesses which they help us to obtain, and because of the stimulus
they give to experiment and study into the methods and bearings
of mental processes. And the crying need of modern alienistic
study is for more pi-ofound psychological knowledge and better
scientific method.
Thus much premised, I shall proceed to a consideration of a
theory of molecular dynamics of the encephalon, which, be it
proven true or false in its minor proposition in the future, seems
to me to offer advantages and aid in the line of psychological
study that warrant its promulgation at the beginning of our
studies of abnormal metitality. Lest the reader shall discover
here much that is trite, let me hasten to assert that I make no
claim to anything other than an adaptive originality in the theories
about to be outlined. The vibratory theory of mind is by no
means new; and if some of tile applications about to be made are
of my own invention, that is a matter of not the slightest conse-
quence, except perchance in directing opprobrium in the right
direction should the applications seem inane. In the amalgam of
science and nescience which goes to make up the organon of
modern knowledge, individual opinion cuts but an inconspicuous
figure.
Let us proceed now to a succinct consideration of the topic in
hand. After the foregoing prefatory remarks it will surprise no
one to be told that the entire argument contained in the present
study is based upon an assumed anatomical fact. The assumption
in question is to the effect that each pyramidal cell of the cortex
cerebri is made up of fibrils, with a surrounding matrix of nitroge-
nous matter. But while this is admitted to be an assumption, it is
not by any means a gratuitous one. Every advance in the
tectique of histological investigation tends to prove that these
cells are in fact so composed; and the assumption is furthermore
given countenance by the knowti fibi-illar structure of all of the
other nervous tissues. As these cells seem to be built UI) out of
other nervous tissues, and as they have fibrals entering and issuing
from them, it would seem a priori probable, aside from the evi-
dence of direct observation of the cells themselves, that their
structure is likewise fibrillar. Without further argument, except
the statement that the latest direct observations are confirmatory
of this supposition, I shall proceed to the elaboration of what may
be styled the vibratory theory of mind.
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I presume that no advocate of whatsoever theory of psychology
will at this late day demur to the affirmation that in the genesis of
mind there is a transmutation of forces and not tile origination of
a new energy. To assume the contrary would be to advocate a
metaphysical theory so widely alien to all the teachings of induct-
ive psychology as to b quite without the region of the present
discussion. 1 shall therefore here assume (what I have elsewhere
attempted to demonstrate) that mind is an organism-engendered
transmutation of tile fot-ces of the environment and as competely
and rigidly dependent upon these fot-ces as is any other effect upon
its cause.
Given our organism then and ignoring for our present purpose
all portions of it other than tire special nervous mechanism
(though noting parenthetically that all other portions of it are
essentially important as assistants to this specialized function) we
shall perhaps do best, in an attempt to examine into the ?noclu8
operandi of the genesis of mind, to study for a moment the forces
that beat upon the organism and follow them to their chiefest
specific transmutatiotl in the cerebral cell.
Without attempting to analyze or even to enumerate these forces,
it suffices for our purpose, and is, I believe, in accord with the
teachings of modern physics to assert that each and all come to
the organism as forms or modes of motion, hence that they may
best be describ,ed in their incipiency as vibrations. The number
of forms of these vibrations that come to the organism is altogether
unknown; while the vibt-ations themselves are well thigh infinite
in number. Vibrations of heat, light, magnetism, electricity and
perchance a thousand otlter known or unknown forces are beating
incessantly upon all portions of the organism, and each one is
caught up by a peripheral nerve element and transmitted toward
a common centre. Each channel of such transmission is demonstra-
bly a delicate fibril, and it can scarcely be doubted that the
transmuted force as it travels along this wire is still made
manifest in a vibration of matter. But just what particular form
of vibration is here involved is not by any means so easily settled.
Doubtless it has many points of resemblance to electricity, but
various considerations, among others its comparative sluggishness,
make the idea of identity untenable. Most probably it is a con-
dition sni generis, a transformation of electricity, light, heat, sound
and other forces, yet in itself neither one nor another of these.
Once caught up or evolved by the peripheral nerve elements, it is
transmitted along well-known afferent tracts till it reaches its
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central destination in the cerebral cell. A purely I)hlysical and in
 sense comprehensible vibration we follow it to this point, but
here, in tile midst of these most highly evolved organic tissues,
we are at the very bonder line of the material and it seems as if,
could we take one further step, we should open tangibly the nature
of the spirituaL Our vibration quivers in the labyrinthine cells
of the cortex a physical vibration still; and then, of a sudden it
has flashed beyond out ken, and reappears, as if beyond a bridge-
less chasm, transformed into a new eat ity, a sensation of conscious-
ness. Why flashed it there? Why we must fail to follow it?
Why is it changed, nay, metamorphosed, into consciousness?
Alas, so often we ask the question why? When at most we can
learn only how. Could we tel! why that ray of intellectual light
gleams in upon the mind, we should indeed have penetrated
through the bam-riers of tile unknowable. Bu if not why, then
how-how is evolved that conscious entity? Here at least, we
may theorize with some degree of cei-titude.
Probably the infant’s mind has at first no gleams of conscious-
ness, or only the nascent gleams representative of inherited
susceptibility, or receptivity. But as vibration come rushing into
its cerebrum, setting the cells a quiver in various parts of the
cortex, an accumulatiotl of transmitted force begitts to manifest
itself as a new form of energy, tue conscious ego; an energy
that herealter is to be always Plesent in evem-y waking hour, acting
through a multitude oF channels in endless manifestations;
transmutable, but indestructible. If we cannot understand the
exact nature of tills energy, twit her do we know aught in their
ultimate relations, of the vibrations of light, heat, sound that
brought it into being. Modern physics suspects that all forces are
but modifications of a Plinlitive motion. If this be true, con-
sciousness is but the most highly differentiated form of that motion.
It is no more and no less real than tire symbols color, odor, taste,
sound, which it brings into being. These build up the ego, yet
owe their existence to consciousness. They in themselves would
disappear were consciousness eliminated ; but their proximate
causes would remain. Even these, however, must vanish, if the
material in which and through which they are manifested be
chatiged. Shall we follow up the analogy, and say that conscious-
ness must share a like fate? Perhaps it is not necessaty so to do;
but certain it seems, despite all prejudice, that a consciousness
without protoplasm is no more intelligible and comprehensible than
a disembodied color or an immaterial soundwave.
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Be this as it may, the fact of con sciousness remains and the theory
that it is the result of fibrillar vibrations seems upon the eve of
general acceptance. Certainly no other theory appeals so strongly
to the scientific psychologist; no other seems so near that ultimate
solution after which we are forever so eagerly, though so vainly
striving. If it fails in the final analysis, so must every theory
whatsoever in the present state of our knowledge. The chemist
does not tell us why oxygen and hydrogen combine to form water;
the physicist speaks only of modus-operandi of his electric current;
and the psychologist, dealing with the phenomena of mind, has
done all that the present can hope to achieve, if he can formulate
an hypothesis not incompatible with any known law of chemistry
or physics, and harmonizing with the established data of a rational,
induction psychology. Such an hypothesis, it seems to me, in the
vibratory thecry of cerebral action.
Space forbids that we should follow out in detail the application
of this theory to all the manifestations of mental action; but it will
perhaps not be amiss to consider briefly a few of the more salient
objections that have been urged against its acceptance.
The hue and cry of that class of transcendental metaphysicians
who base all their argument upon an obsolescent system of
deductive reasoning need not claim attention. But there are
certain seeming objections that come to the candid observer, and
the consideration of these will best serve to further exemplify the
teachings of the theory.
In the first place, it is said that a persistent vibration is a
physical impossibility; therefore, that the vibratory theory cannot
explain continued memories.
In reply to this it must be remembered that we are by no means
certain as to the limit to vibrations in the phyical world. The
properties of phosphorescent bodies, and experiments upon dry
collodion plates and elsewhere, make it certain that luminiferous
vibrations may pet-sist at least for weeks; we (10 not know that
under c.rtain circumstances, vibrations of a peculiar kind might
not persist for years.
But again, even calling into requisition no long-persisting
vibration, it must be admitted that as the vibration dies away it
gives up a portion of its energy to the surrounding tissues in the
form of heat, or perhaps of chemism; and we can see no reason
why this relation should not he reciprocal; that is to say, why
under circumstances of excessive chemical action in the surround
ing elements, the excess of chemical energy or of heat should not
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be re-transmuted into energy of vibration. Admitting the likeli-
hood of this, it may not at first sight, appear why the vibration so
started should be the same that before existed in any particular
fibre. But a reference to the fact that here, as elsewhere, once
doing a thing makes it easier to do again, and that succed lug vibra-
tions in the same organic medium undoubtedly pass with greater
and greater facility, proving acquired flexibility to that particular
vibration, makes it at once evident that, if the quiescent fibre
can at all be made to vibrate, it will take on the same form of
inot ion that it had before. The far greater ease, as well as greater
vividness, with which we recall a sensation that has been often
expetienced, serves here as corroborative evidence.
A second objection to the theory is based upon the assumed
fact that cells change in this internal constitution, and the still
more pi-esumptious assumption that tire new molecules could not be
expected to assume the same vibrations as their predecessors.
The answer to this is twofold. Admitting for the moment that
the cells do completely change, it must not be forgotten that a like
chatige is supposed to take place throughout the organism, yet that
the organism retains its individual identity. The new liver is pre-
cisely the same, in all its physical and chemical relations, as the
old; its cells have the same functions as before; the same mole-
cular ,changes take place within it; yet nobody suppose a special
liver spit-it to pi-eside over this complex transformation. So in
tire bi-aitt, as the assumed chatige takes place molecule after
molecule, there seems to be, arguing from analogy, no reason why
the new fibre should not perform its function exactly as did tire
preceding fibre. Particularly if we suppose a fibre once disturbed
never thenceforth to be quite quiescent, but always responding in
a certain degree to the chemism about it, it would seem impossible
for each new molecule to do otherwise than to vibrate in unison
witir itsfellows.
But it is by no means certain that this change of the fibres does
in reality, occur at all. The old idea that tire organism changes
completely once in seven years was one of those outbursts of
enthlnsiasm so common in the adolescence of any science, which
was evolved wiremi a knowledge of the mutability of tissue was just
dawning upon physiology. True, it cannot be doubted that most
organic tissues are in a condition of constant molecular change;
and it is demonstrable that brain cells in action are most actively
metabolic; but if the functiotl of the fibrillre be only vibration,
there appears no reason why the atomic changes that aie unques-
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tionably going on in tire matrix of the cell should extend to these
elements.
On the contrary, it appears to me highly probable, that after
adult life is reached, atomic changes in the really action portion of
the cortex-the nerve fibril-do not occur, except, perhaps, to the
extent of forming new flhrihl from the suri-ounding neuroghia,
until senescence, when, as is well known, demonstrable central
changes are accompanied by eormespond ing functional aberration.
It may even be true- though this is entirely aside from the general
bearings of the theory-that the innate tenacity of these fibrill
determines the life of the individual. At all events, without some
such determining factor, it is not plain why the animal organism
should not indefinitely continue its cycles of metabolism.
Not to dwell upon this point, however, let us cnsider another
of the objections urged against the vibration hypothesis. It is
said, drawing a pam-ahlel from niechanies, that the machine cannot
contain wit hut itself tire volitional power of the engineer, and this
is regarded by many as an insuperable objection to all brain mind
theories. In COnSi(lering this, it is chiefly necessary to maintain
that the will is very generally misunderstood. In reality the
power of will is not so much volitional and directory as it is
inhibitoty. At fit-st glance this statement seems paradoxical, but
when we coflSider tile multitude of impressions that are constantly
making themselves felt at the centre, calling for a variety of
answers sent to different organs, and reflect that if all these were
given the response for which they clamor, tire body would be in a
condition of constant amid uncontrollable convulsion, we plainly
see that an inexorable judge is needed at the centre to hold in
check all but a certain set of impulses. When we observe that
the unconscious “reflex action” enables a decapitated frog to
perform with their maximum intensity nearly all muscular exer-
tions of which that animal is normally capable, even including
many delicate coordinations; and when, fut-ther, we see the oft
cited pianist perform automatically, through long practice of
certain nerve channels acts not possible in like degree under con-
scious direction, we more than ever realize that our judge will -has
little need to act in executive capacity and propel the vibration,
which only asks the lessening of inhibition in order that it may
flash on with its message. From these and similar considerations,
students of cerebral physiology are in tire main agreed that a very
large portion of the acts ordinarily considered to be volitional are,
in reality automatic; that all volitions are as certainly the natural
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exhibitions of cause and effect as any other phenomena in nature;
and, in brief, not to enter upon discussion that would be well nigh
interminable if followed out, that the will is not, in the ordinary
acceptance of the term, a free governing intelligence.
A specific illustration will perhaps serve to make more plain the
way in which a train of thought may be inaugurated and kept up
in the cerebrum. Suppose air accidental impulse from without
sets a certain series of fibrihlmn vibrating in the cortical cells. The
energy thus transformed causes an increase of the blood supply
here, and this set of cells becomes the centre of consciousness,.
which records its desire to keep the line of thought of which these
cells are the repository. Presently, however, in the multitude of
questions and answers that must be telegraphed here and there to
other related cells, currents tend to run to other fields in some
respects similar, but in the main given tip to vibrations of a dif-
ferent character; and the blood, following, sets up a different line
of thought from that at first intended. The first set of cells,
however, from the intensity of their initial vtbration, continue in
action, and at length accumulate sufficient energy to recall the
circulation, and thus the train of conscious ideas to their original
seat. In this manner, there may commonly be several trains of
thought progressing at the same time in the mind, hut always one
most active, and, at any given instant, conscious. The experience
of almost any one will convince him of the frequent occurrence of
such “unconscious cerebration.”
In all this process, it will be seen, consciousness was an effect
and not a cause. The only active property assumed for it was the
recording of an intention to continue a certain line of thought:
and this being interpreted, was simply a desire to inhibit the
erratic transmission of vibrations. Our illustration showed that
it was comparatively a futile desire: the practical experience of
every one who has ever attempted a concentrated, exclusive line
of thought will corroborate the implied inefficiency of “volition”
even in this inhibitory sense; and every step of more close analy-
sis, had we time to undertake it, would show us more clearly the
utter helplessness and dependence upon the environing forces, of
that volition which it so olten assumed to he an unchallenged,
controlling and directing power. The subject is pregnant with
suggestions; but we must content ourselves with the observations,
that here again we are brought to see tire wonderful interdeend-
ence of centre-of the ego itself-and that periphery which
everywhere is acted on by the environing forces; and with the
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seemingly antagonistic thougirt, that a new and wonderful force-
even though a limited and often an inefficient one-has resulted
from accumulated vibrations sent to the centi-e from that environ-
ment. For consciousness, thougir it be a result of other forces, is
like every other result, a cause also in its turn.
Havitig admitted that this consciousness is in its ultimate nature
an inscrutable mystery, we shall do well to examine it proximately
from the standpoint of the present theory. In this view the train
of consciousness represents the most active vibration or set-ies of
vibrations in the brain. Everywhere the cortical fibres are
a quiver, but it is simply the nature of consciousness to represent
the most emphatic quivering. In periods of profound thought,
when the vascular mechanism works in concentrated union with
the molecular, the vibrations of particular tracts come to be 80
intense as to altogether overshadow other vibrations and for the
time exclude them from consciousness. At such times, not only
are the other portions of the brain rendered comparatively non-
vibratory by the relative absence of blood, hut they are utterly
subordinated to the intensely vibrating centres. So a student
carrying oir a train of concentrated thought becomes oblivious to
his surroundings In proportion as the bi-ain has learned to thus
operate its molecular and vascular forces in unison, is it a cultured
and efficient organ of thought.
Bitt there are other times when tro particular tract of the brain is
preeminent in its vibration, amid when a multitude of minor
vibtations, each exceeding its fellows in but a trifling degree,
follow one another, the blood current being equably distributed
and but little vascillating. Such are times of reverie, when the
mind follows no particular well-defined bent; the periods when
the mind is sinking into a quiet sleep; and the ordinary mental
workings of the undisciplined thinker. Again, vibrations every-
where at times sink to a certain level, too low to produce con-
sciousness, and the organism sleeps.
Consciousness, it will be seen, is here regarded rather as iti-
cidental than as paramount in the cerebral mechanism. Myriads
of fibres are at all times vibrating in the brain, and currents are
establishing themselves into new relations, over new connecting
fibres, in countless parts. The vast machinery of the encephalon
is thus going on and on unceasingly, but it is a condition of our
narrow consciousness that it silall stand for-shall be-the par-
ticular energy of vibration that is momentarily preeminent. Tins
idea grasped, it seems no longer startling that problems ane some-
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times worked out unconsciously; that names flash upon us when
we have long abandoned search for them in the dusty corridors of
memory; or that alternating processes may often seem to go on in
the mind so simultaneously as to appear to the active mind like
manifestations of a double consciousness. Unconscious cerebration
is thus seen to be the rule-the necessary unvarying rule-not
only in one field, but in all the fields that are a part of the mental
paraphernalia of the individual not sinking into mental oblivion.
And who knows but that the more fully evolved mind of the future
shall learn-after the present mind has come to look with stunned
discouragement upon the vast field of knowledge presented to its
view by an advanced civihizatioti-gradually to so adjust its fibres
and its vessels by isolating them into separate fields momentarily
(since the isolation is the acme aimed at by the higher mind in its
concentrated workings to.day), that consciousness may in fact come
to be not a single energy, but a double, triple, quadruple, or multi-
ple energy? Imagine, for example, the schoolboy of the thirtieth
century studying his mathematics visually with concentration,
while orally listening to a lecture on a different topic. The very
thought of such a possibility must bring joy to the mind of the
modern pedagogue in this age of juvenile cramming. But in all
seriousness, there seems to be some reasons for believing that such a
seemingly paradoxical mentality may be evolved. Even now, as
every otie will be aware when reminded of the fact, any person of
ordinary mind can follow a deliberate speaker whose subject is not
over interesting or profound, and at the same time in intervals of
words or sentences keep up a train of thought on another subject.
The practical equalization of currents vascular and molecular that
is here of necessity utilized, may not at first thought impress one
as remarkable, but it really is so-or would be were it not so
common a phenomenon. It proves a growing flexibility and man-
ageableness of the encephalic, and it augurs wondrous things for
the mind of the future.
This suggestion touches upon the active constructive capacity
of the ego-that is, of the life-long series of energies momentarily
preeminent but constantly shifting in the encephalon Ungov-
erned, the vibrations are utterly inchoate in their changeful
currents-as witness the dream ,of the sleeper, the wanderings of
the maniac, the workings of the savage intellect. But the dis-
cipiined mind erects ideals far in the future, and trends constantly
toward them, connecting ideas in the present, working with con-
centration impossible to a less evolved intelligence. Albeit it takes
Von. XLV1-No. Il-E.
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many generations of training and effort to produce a brain that
can by any possibility be efficiently managed. All seemingly
contradictory cases to the contrary notwithstanding, it may confi-
dently be affirmed that one might as well hope to win the Derby
with a common cart-horse as to find a really fine brain and mind of
truly mediocre ancestry. Eacir and every case of such seeming
spontaneous origin in the history of the world’s great minds will
vanish on closer inspection; the humble parent-or at least one,
usually the mother-being found to be far from mediocre, even
though obscure. But as the best bred of racers would stand no
possible chance of winning without a long course of training, so
the brain of best heredity must functionate but very inefficiently
till it has undergone discipline of the most exacting kind. Thus
individual or self-culture is seen to supplement the race-culture-
to supplement it in the present individual and to promulgate it in
the generations of the future Here again we are brought to see
the all importance of individual culture, notwithstanding the seem-
ing insignificance of the individual when compared with the miil-
titudes.
This individual culture is rendered possible only when the mind
has become sufficiently evolved to be capable of accomplishing the
act which may be considered prototypical of concentrated thought.
This new faculty, which appears at a comparatively late stage of
psychical development, is the power of fixing the attention. From
our present standpoint this power may be thought of as increasing
and making more persistent the vibrations in one centre or set of
centres. The lowest animals do not possess this capacity; the
higher animals and lowest man concentrate in the most direct,
simple way; the philosopher so elaborates the power that he be-
lieves himself to be thinking of pure abstractions. In tFUtllr
however, the most abstract thinker is cognizant only of very wide
co#{246}rdinations of ideas of concrete things. Witness, for example,
the cotiception of the Deity. Tire very highest intellect has only
two alternatives: to think of Deity as anthropomorphic-crudely
so, as exemplified in all orthodox creeds of to-day; or to utterly
refuse to formulate in mind any definite conception of the Deity
except a negative one. From the nature of its origin, conscious-
ness is earth-bound; it cannot even hope to leave the realm of
concrete existence.
Tire lower intellects fix attention only upon some concrete ex-
istence that appeals strongly to one of the senses. But in propor-
tion as the mind becomes elaborated the power to fix attention
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upon wider and wider coerdinations of such direct sensations
is developed till at last in the philosopher the mind habitually
dwells upon such wide coCrdinations as to seem to utterly cast
itself free from the concrete. Bitt tire essential and primordial
fact is the power to fix th attention at all; this is the most
fundamental faculty of higher intellection. The nrind of tire
higher animal is as attentively fixed as that of a philosopher when
there arises in its environment any event that causes vibrations
of great intensity to go to its cerebral cells. But tile fundamental
difference of the higher- mind is that it can fix attention upon things
that are not at the moment most conspicuously thrust upon it
through the senses. Out of this fact and the further fact that the
ego by thus concentrating its attention can further stimulate the
vibration in which the particular sensations and associations in-
volved are produced,-out of tirese two paramount capacities,
together with the readily comprehensible further circumstance that
the more powerful the vibration the more persistently it continues,
grow all tile possibilities of self-culture.
But before we attempt any further correlation of physical and
pyschicai, we must turn somewhat abruptly from the present line
of thought, to consider yet another all-essential portiomr of the
nervous mechanism,-a portion which we have as yet altogether
ignored. I mean the cell matrix.
Probably we may with justice assume that this is at least as essen-
tial and important as any other portion of the force-transmuting tis-
sues. The vascular supply and the vibratory channel transmit the
forces from without and aid in their transmutation; bitt tile all
important link between the two, without which the current would
be incomplete and inefficient, is the cell matrix. Together these
form a most powerful triumvirate. But their government is the
most mutually dependent of plutocracies. Once the blood supply
is withdrawn from the encephalon, the vibratory apparatus may
be made to vibrate never so vigorously, there is no lasting effect.
On tire other hand were all the vibratory channels closed in the
infancy of the organism, the most vigorous and powerful blood
current could not lift the organism above complete imbecility. Or
in tire third place, if the cell matrix were degenerated or destroyed
by disease or otherwise, transmitted vibration or augmented blood
current could by no possibility, alone or in union, produce a spark
of mentality.
But suppose all these intact and acting reciprocally in harmoni-
ous adjustment. Then through the physical variations of these
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tissues must be explained the vascillations of their psychical coun-
terpart, the mind. If our study of the vibratory appartus of the
cell led us into fields that were confessedly shadowy, the cell matrix
invites to what is at once to scientific demonstration a stygian pool
and to fanciful speculation an alluring ocean of uncertainty. I
would not at this time wish to be understood as championing
very 51)ecifically any theory of the molecular dynamics of the cell
matrix. I may say however, that Charles Mercier, who is one of
the most profound thinkers among living alienists, iras put forward
a circumstantial theory of nervous discharge which seems to me
the most satisfactory of any yet advanced. While referring the
reader to Mr. Mercier’s works for details, I may briefly summarize
the theory in the statement that he assumes the nervous discharge
to consist in what he styles a decompounding of the molecules of
the nerve celL Each nervous molecule is believed to be composed
of about a thousand atoms. During periods of rest these are
organized into a condition of greatest instability; and the excen-
trically inaugurated fall of these to a state of greater stability is
regarded as the essential process of the nervous discharge. This
theory is essentially philosophical and is recommended by its fun-
damental consistency with the known operations of evolution and
involution elsewhere within and wit irout the organism. Assuming
that some such decom pounding or decomposition of the cell matrix
occurs, and that its mental concomitant is a sensation of conscious-
ness, it remains to explain the method by which the degenerated
or decompounded atoms are replaced in the molecule when once
discharged; that is, how the momentarily discharged and tem-
porarily inert molecule is made to reassume potentiality in the
mind-storing mechanism. ‘We must also consider a little more
definitely just what shall determine the discharge of the molecule
after it is so restored,-for manifestly if the discharge is not under
control of some co-ordinative force its action must be utterly inane
and chaotic; as indeed it really is in certain abnormal states.
It has already been postulated that the mind forces are trans-
muted forces only. From this it follows that a discharged brain-
cell cannot be made to store potential energy unless forces come to
it from without itself. A cell once discharged would therefore
remain forever inert were it cut off from all extrinsic channels of
communication. But normally a cell molecule is no sooner dis-
charged than it begins to be repaired, forces from without lifting
its atoms again into a condition of itistability. Since it is not to
be supposed that forces traveling at random througir the encepha-
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Ion (as from gross blows, etc.) can opel-ate with localized efficiency
upon such delicate tissues, we must believe that the forces that can
so operate come through one of two channels, the vascular supply
or the nerve fihril. The force which causes the discharge of the
cell must also cme through these channels, since discharge of the
unstable molecule can no more be self-inaugurable than can its
recuperation after discharge. The only question at issue is as to
which channel of force transmission operates in the one capacity
and which in the other. The answer to this question probably
involves greater intrinsic difficulties than almost any other problem
of cerebral dynamics. An attempt at solution will be postponed
to another paper, when the reciprocal relations of the two force
channels and their bearing upon the temperament and mental
characteristics of the individual will be more fully discussed.
